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To  
Vienna, 17.10.2008
AEMH  
c/o Ms Jencik

re: Interpretation of a meeting of the AEMH in Sofia, 2009

Dear Ms Jencik,

Following your request we would like to submit the subsequent offer for the interpretation of the above conference:

Our special rates:        daily rate (up to 8 hours):   € 530.-/ interpreter
                          overtime:   € 90.-/hour

**Option 1:** Simultaneous interpretation French and English both ways, passive German, Italian and Spanish

We will cover this language combination with 3 interpreters in 2 booths (not included in the offer)

3 interpreters x € 530.- x 2 days = € 3,180.-

**Option 2:** Simultaneous interpretation into English from German, French, Italian and Spanish (UEMO model)

We will cover this language combination with 1 (if Mag. Gaidoschik is available) or 2 interpreters in 1 booth (not included in the offer)

1 interpreter x € 530.- x 2 days = € 1,060.-

2 interpreters x € 530.- x 2 days = € 2,120.-

The above prices do not include 20 % VAT.

**Expenses:** Travel expenses from the professional domicile (we will travel by a PEX flight). Full board and lodging at the hotel which is the conference venue, 2-3 single rooms for 2-3 nights (depending on the available flights) will be provided and paid directly by the organizers. € 240.-/interpreter will be charged to compensate for the time lost travelling to Sofia. Since we have to remain flexible with our flight arrangements (we may have to fly in from another conference abroad) and thus cannot book early, we reserve the right to charge you a lump sum
based on the price of a regular PEX flight according to the official airline fare confirmation, as we always do for CPME, UEMO and EFMA conferences.

Please confirm as soon as possible - this will help us to book the most experienced interpreters.

with kind regards

Herwig Bauer